
PARTIV: OUTLOOK

It was said that, in the course of the evening and in the presence of government rep-
resentatives, fopeng performances took place and the signal drums were beaten for
the first time. This task was executed by the Bupati from Denpasar. Now the Banjar
was institutionalized within the village communitv as an autonomous religious and

political settlement unit.

What, in my opinion, showed in the sequence of the fission, the building of a new
trinity of temple, wantilan, and signal tower, as well as the process of inauguration,
are, on the one hand, the social mechanisms coming into effect at divisions and new
foundations of settlements. On the other hand, it became obvious how banjar and
village are interwoven and how this takes place on the level of the ritual. I cannot
judge whether it was a 'coincidence' that the Brahmana priests, who only led individ-
ual sections (and varying in regard to personnel) of the ritual, did not originate in the
daughter Griya of the Jero Gede in Intaran. However, all the other priests were
partly related to the Jero Gede. They all cameeither from Sanur or from Kesiman.
This fact, on the one hand, corresponds with the principle of the autonomy of a desa
adat. At the same time, it confirms the old relationships with Kesiman.

Outlook

Thus traditional structures continue to be effective up to the present time, a time
which at least on the outside has a face shaped by the tourism industry. Butit is not
only the buildings, the hotels, restaurants, and art shops which have changed the
scenery. The property conditions connected with it influenced the existing social
structure with its relatively firm order as well. À socio-economic structure developed
with a new hierarchy effective in everyday life. The adat life and the whole rambling
realm of the rituals, however, still largely obeys the rules of the traditional struc-
tures, even though the economic factor more and more usurps them.

The fact that the beach attracts the tourists the most and that hotels should prefera-
bly be found there has resulted in this land suddenly becoming of economic interest.
Much land was sold to non-Balinese hotel chains and individuals. Relatively few
business people from Intaran and Sanur have acquired land and built hotels. One
exception is the Jero Gede Sanur, which bought land®* within the boundaries of
Intaran when it was still possible to buy at a moderate price. There it constructed
hotels. Long-term contracts were made with international travel firms for allocations
of rooms, which made the Jero Gede Sanur more independent of individual tourism.

34 In this way, the Jero Gede Sanur also took possession of the P. Tanjung Sari. It remodeled the
temple into the P. Santrian; p.118.
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